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How’s everyone doing? Let’s jump right in today by thanking the IMAX IT team
for all of their hard work to keep our systems operating, our video calls
working, our Global Townhalls functioning and much, much more.
We’re heartened by one story in particular this week about Hamon Davarinia in
IT out of Sheridan Park, who recently went well above and beyond to help
troubleshoot with Accounts Receivable - using every tool available for several
hours to resolve the problem AND safely get crucial equipment to those who
needed it. Shout out Hamon and the entire IT team who we’ve all seen
collaborate eﬀectively and creatively to help us when we need it (usually with
little to no lead time).
Enjoy the rest of today’s Global Update, and if you have ideas or are interested
in submitting a segment ping us at comms@imax.com!

DRIVING THE NARRATIVE
The IMAX Team continues to lead new and important discussions across the
industry. Check out our latest thought leadership below!

Bruce Markoe, Head of Post out of Playa Vista, recently participated in a NAB Panel on
Tools and Strategies for Creating 8K Content organized by the 8K Association, joining
RED and Frame.io to discuss hardware, workflow, cinematographers and more.

Walt Cho from Distribution, Marketing and Asia Pacific Sales out of Playa Vista, joined the
most recent CineConf Webinar titled Distribution Horizon: What is the Content Strategy for
Studios? Powered by IMAX, this ongoing series of discussions is helping the industry
share best practices, resources and more.

WHAT ARE WE WATCHING?

Julie Ngo, Director of EMEA Marketing in our London oﬃce, recently finished an eclectic
slate of musical dramas, comedies, horror sci-fi and more at home - including August
Rush, Blindspotting and Aliens.
PS - For that unique subset of sci-fi / typography fans check out this blog dedicated to the
Alien franchise.

ICYMI!

The New York Times recently published a fascinating oral history on the production of
“Mad Max: Fury Road”. The piece includes interviews with Charlize Theron, George Miller,
Doug Mitchell, Zoë Kravitz, Tom Hardy and more!

Late last week, an IMAX Enhanced Version of Paramount Pictures’ original “Top Gun”
became available exclusively on FandangoNOW in the U.S., bringing yet another exciting
title to the catalog. Check out the IMAX Enhanced sizzle for it here!

If you aren’t a fan already, upgrade your content selection at home by adding NPR’s Tiny
Desk series, featuring intimate, live musical performances. They’ve even continued the
series from (home) - watch and listen today!

Thank you for coming back to the IMAX Global Update! Back at you again soon.

###
We love (and still need) feedback! Email comms@imax.com with any ideas, comments, or
questions.
If you have a question directly for IMAX Leadership, submit it on the Ask a Leader platform
on IMAX Source.
And, you can recognize someone’s work specifically through our Achievers platform.
Visit the IMAX People Site for information related to our business, your safety, health
and wellbeing as well as resources to help you deal with the personal impact of
COVID-19.
Optum also has a number of resources available to IMAX employees, including a
24/7 emotional support Public Crisis Line and other free resources, articles and tools
to help you and your family cope with a public health event. Register or sign in as
Guest with the code "imax".

